We investigate a turbo soft detector based on the expectation propagation (EP) algorithm for large-scale multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Optimal detection in MIMO systems becomes computationally unfeasible for high-order modulations and/or large number of antennas and approximations are used instead. We propose a new EP-based detector with enhanced estimation in terms of complexity and performance. Specifically, we improve the convergence of the self-iterated EP stage by re-defining the priors to better characterize the information returned by the decoder once the turbo procedure starts. We also review the EP parameters to avoid instabilities when using high-order modulations and to reduce the computational complexity. Simulation results illustrate the robustness and enhanced performance of this novel detector in comparison to previous approaches found in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ULTIPLE-INPUT multiple-output (MIMO) systems provide spatial multiplexing gain, among other capabilities [1] . This gain increases with the number of antennas. To further improve the data rate, higher-order modulations are also used. In reception, the complexity of the optimal detector grows exponentially with the constellation order and the number of antennas. Hence, approximations are needed [2] - [5] . These approximations should provide probabilistic outputs, from which modern decoders and turbo schemes greatly benefit [6] - [8] .
Recently, the expectation propagation (EP) algorithm [9] has been proposed as a better approach to approximate the posterior. This algorithm has already been applied to equalization [10] - [12] and MIMO detection [13] , [14] . In these works, it was shown that the EP detector improves the performance of linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE), LMMSE with successive interference canceller (SIC), Gaussian tree approximation (GTA) [4] , GTA-SIC and channel hardening-exploiting message passing (CHEMP) [5] . Also, it was concluded that its computational complexity is proportional to the one of the LMMSE algorithm. The extension to MIMO turbo detection, or iterative detection and decoding (IDD), was introduced in [15] , [16] . Approach [15] is based on EP implemented with a damping procedure. In this method, uniform priors are used Manuscript to approximate the feedback from the decoder within the EP damping steps. In contrast, the authors in [16] assume nonuniform priors and do not include iterations within the EP stage, that it is written in message passing form.
In this letter, we focus on the information exchange between the EP detector and a soft-decision channel decoder. We propose to use non-uniform priors distributed according to the channel decoder output within the EP approach. Then, this procedure is repeated at the EP stage to update its estimation, including a damping procedure. Following the guidelines in [12] , we also optimize the EP parameters to avoid instabilities with high-order modulations and reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm. We show experimentally that this novel EP approach greatly improves the convergence and the performance in comparison to previous EP approaches [15] , [16] and the LMMSE.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a MIMO system equipped with N t transmit and N r receive antennas, where N r ≥ N t . The information bit vector, a = [a 1 , ..., a K ] , is encoded into the codeword Each block is demultiplexed into N t substreams and transmitted over the channel. Hereafter, we will omit the index p.
The channel is completely specified by the known noise variance, σ 2 w , and the channel gains, h j ,k , from transmit antenna k to receive antenna j. These gains are the entries of the N r × N t channel matrix, H, and are assumed known to the receiver. The received signal for a channel use, y = [y 1 , . . . , y Nr ] , is given by y = Hu + w, where w ∼ CN (w : 0, σ 2 w I) is a complex-valued additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector. We assume the coherence time to be larger than the block duration.
The posterior probability of the transmitted symbol vector u given the whole vector of observations y yields
where the prior, p D (u k ), is a discrete distribution. In turbo detection, this prior is updated with the output of the channel decoder. The optimal detector solves (1) by checking for all possible combinations, having complexity of O(M Nt ).
For large-scale systems, i.e., large values of M Nt , the optimal solution becomes unaffordable. The extrinsic distribution computed by the detector is demapped and given to the decoder as extrinsic log-likelihood ratios (LLRs). The channel decoder computes an estimation of the information bit vector,â, and the extrinsic LLRs of the coded bits, L D (b n ). These LLRs are again mapped and fed back to the detector as updated priors, p D (u). This is an iterative process where the steps above are repeated T times, the maximum number of turbo iterations, or until convergence.
III. THE BLOCK-EP DETECTOR
The EP algorithm iteratively provides a feasible Gaussian approximation, q [ ] (u), to the posterior distribution in (1), p(u|y), where denotes the iteration number. This approximation of the posterior is obtained by replacing in (1) the product of non-Gaussian terms, p D (u k ), by a product of to be estimated Gaussians, denoted by t
The approximated posterior factorizes as
] . The mean and covariance of q [ ] (u) can be computed as (see (A.7) in [17] ),
The The EP is based on the minimization of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the true distribution in (1) and its Gaussian approximation in (2) . This is equivalent to matching their moments. Accordingly, along = 1, . . . , S iterations, we estimate the new values of the means and variances, μ
We define q [ ] E (u k ), that plays the role of an extrinsic marginal distribution, as
Using (2) 7) in [17] ),
Algorithm 
5) Run damping: Update the values as
σ 2[ +1] t k = βσ −2[ +1] q k ,new + (1 − β)σ −2[ ] t k −1 , μ [ +1] t k = σ 2[ +1] t k βμ [ +1] q k ,new σ −2[ +1] q k ,new +(1 − β)μ [ ] t k σ −2[ ] t k . if σ 2[ +1] t k < 0 then σ 2[ +1] t k = σ 2[ ] t k , μ [ +1] t k = μ [ ] t k . (9) end if Output: σ 2[ +1] t k , μ [ +1] t k .
end for
Finally, we update the factor t [ +1] k (u k ) with the new values obtained from (5) at every iteration , using a damping approach. The full procedure is described in Algorithm 1, where the selection of parameters and β will be discussed later in this section. The control of negative variances proposed in [14] is also included. Note that to derive the new moments of t [ +1] k (u k ) from (5), we need to compute the moments of
We will denote its first and second moments by μ 
A. Turbo Detection
Our proposal for the EP procedure and turbo detector is detailed in Algorithm 2, where the superscript [l] with = 1, . . . , S denotes the iteration number of the EP, that we will refer to as self-iteration, and (t) with t = 0, . . . , T indicates the turbo iteration number. Unlike [15] , at Step 2 of this algorithm the priors used in the moment matching (see (5) ) are the non-uniform probability mass function (pmf) at the output of the decoder, p (t) D (u k ). For this reason, we refer to this approach as non-uniform block expectation propagation (nuBEP) detector. Note that for T = 0 we have a standalone version, with no turbo detection. Also, we may have different values of β for each turbo iteration. 
Turbo Iteration: for t = 0, ..., T do 1) Compute the mean μ [1] t k and variance σ 2 [1] t k of p (t) D (u k ). EP Self-Iteration: for = 1, ..., S do 2) Run the moment matching procedure in Algorithm 1 with inputs p 
B. EP Parameters
The update of the EP solution is a critical issue due to instabilities, particularly for high-order modulations. In this subsection, we propose new values for the parameters involved: the minimum allowed variance ( ), a damping factor (β) and the number of EP iterations (S). The first two parameters determine the convergence speed of the algorithm and control the presence of instabilities. The computational complexity of the algorithm depends linearly on S.
In [14] , the authors iterated the EP algorithm over S = 10 times and set β = 0.95 to speed up convergence. To avoid instabilities, they proposed to start with a high value of the minimum allowed variance for the first 4 iterations to later exponentially decrease this value as = 2 − max ( −4,1) . However, we found that for large-size modulations and turbo schemes, the fast updates can provoke instabilities, as it will be illustrated later in Section IV. For this reason and following our proposal in [12] , we let β start with a conservative value and increase it with the number of turbo iterations, t ∈ [0, T ], as β (t) = min(exp(t/1.5)/10, 0.7). These values of β allow to reduce the number of EP iterations in turbo detection from 10 in [14] to S = 3. We also set = 10 −8 . Regarding the control of negative variances, we just update the EP solution when the computed variance is positive (see (9) ), as proposed in [14] .
In [16] only one iteration of the EP procedure is computed, i.e., S = 1. They do not introduce any damping or control of minimum variances. In case of negative variances, they update the EP solution with the moments computed in Step 3 of Algorithm 1, i.e.,
In Table I , we describe the values of the EP parameters used in the current proposal (nuBEP) and in the approaches in [14] and [16] , hereafter referred to as EPD and MPEP, respectively. The computational complexity per turbo iteration of the MPEP [16] , EPD [14] and nuBEP is S + 1 times the complexity of the LMMSE, i.e., O((S + 1)N 3 t ) where S = 1 for the MPEP, S = 10 for the EPD and S = 3 for the nuBEP.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we illustrate the performance of the proposed nuBEP turbo detector and compare its performance to the ones of the EPD [14] and the MPEP [16] . We also depict the BER of the LMMSE. We do not include the sphere decoding (SD) [2] , Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [3] , LMMSE-SIC, GTA [4] or CHEMP [5] algorithms in the simulations because it has already been shown that EPD quite outperforms these approaches [13] - [15] . The modulator uses a Gray mapping and a 128-QAM constellation. The results are averaged over 100 random channels and 10 4 random encoded words of length V = 4096 (per channel realization). Each channel coefficient is independent and identically Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance. A (3,6)-regular low-density parity-check (LDPC) of rate 1/2 is used. The absolute value of LLRs given to the decoder is limited to 5 in order to avoid very confident probabilities. The decoder runs a maximum of 100 iterations. A number of T = 5 turbo iterations were run.
In Fig. 1 we include the BER obtained for a system with N t = N r = 6 (a), N t = N r = 32 (b) and N t = N r = 100 (c) antennas. It can be observed that the EPD [14] improves the performance of the LMMSE (at low E s /N 0 regime) but it is far from the results of the nuBEP and the MPEP. The reason is that the true prior used by the EPD in the moment matching procedure is set to a uniform distribution, while nuBEP and MPEP use a non-uniform one given by the output of the decoder. This choice better characterizes the prior after the turbo feedback. The MPEP approach [16] does not achieve the performance of the nuBEP because it just computes one iteration of the EP algorithm with no damping procedure, exhibiting convergence instabilities at large SNR in Fig. 1 (a) . The new proposed approach, nuBEP, exhibits the most accurate and robust performance. More specifically, for moderate systems, see Fig. 1 (a) , the nuBEP has gains of 14 dB and 6 dB with respect to the LMMSE and MPEP, respectively, while for a large number of antennas, see Fig. 1 (b) -(c), it has an improvement of 6-7.5 dB with respect to the LMMSE and of 1.5 dB compared with the MPEP algorithm. Note also that, for a large number of antennas, see Fig. 1 (b) -(c), the EPD approach exhibits important instabilities at large N t E s /N 0 , since its parameters are not optimized for large-scale constellations.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new EP-based turbo detector for large-scale MIMO systems, the nuBEP. This detector quite outperforms the LMMSE and previous EP-based detectors for scenarios with large number of antennas and/or highorder modulations. Specifically, it uses a non-uniform prior, rather than a uniform one as in [14] . This prior better characterizes the true prior used in the self-iterations of the EP algorithm, along the moment matching procedure, once the turbo procedure has started. The proposed detector also optimizes its parameters to avoid instabilities at large E s /N 0 and to reduce its complexity. Specifically, in turbo detection, it reduces the number of EP iterations from 10 (in [14] ) to 3. It also outperforms the EP detector in [16] since we include a self-iterated stage with damping and a different control of negative variances. These features endow the nuBEP approach with a more accurate solution. Simulations results show that the proposed nuBEP turbo detector has gains in the range 5-10 dB with respect to the EPD [14] and 1.5-6 dB compared with the MPEP [16] . LDPC codes were used. Further issues on the optimization of the channel decoder and its outputs or the hardware implementation [7] , [8] remain as future research.
